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The Kinsey Institute already moved Kinsey’s notorious sex-films to a secret 

location.  And they have vowed to destroy painstakingly accumulated 

material (including a $40 million erotic art collection almost never seen) if 

the police arrive with warrants--as the Tate documentary suggests is 

desirable....I’m afraid a lot of material has probably already been destroyed…. I 

think it’s inevitable that things will be got rid of.  They’re under siege.....Tate.... 

marks Kinsey down as a fifth-columnist gay man--the very image of deceit and 

lies.   

Jonathan Gathorne-Hardy, Kinsey Institute insider and Kinsey 

biographer in the London Independent, “Its Time To Ditch The 

Dirt” August 10, 1998) 

 

NOTE: “INT” refers to the interviewer, Tim Tate, the UNESCO and Amnesty 

International award-winning producer/director of “Kinsey’s Paedophiles” for Yorkshire 

Television, London, England.  “JAR” refers to Judith A. Reisman. All comments in capitals and 

[] brackets are by JAR. 

 

The only copies of these court reporter’s recorded print transcripts are in Reisman’s archive. 

 

INTRODUCTION:  The following are excerpts from transcribed interviews taken from a 

documentary produced by Yorkshire Television, London, England, broadcast throughout Great 

Britain August 10, 1998.  The series, “Secret History,” the broadcast, “Kinsey’s Paedophiles.”  

 

Dr. Paul Gebhard, Kinsey co-author, states on camera that the Kinsey team solicited 

child abusers and obtained child “sexuality” data from pedophiles as well as a pedophile 

organization.  Off camera, but part of the court reporter’s transcription, Paul Gebhard 

states this organization was the predecessor to NAMBLA (the North American Man Boy Love 

Association).  Kinsey’s criminal child sex experimenter team were defined by Kinsey as his own 

“technically trained” child sex experts. These pedophile and pederast men were deliberately 

defined as sex experts in order to overturn public morality and abolish American sex laws and 

public policies.  Yorkshire TV identified Kinsey’s Arizona serial pedophile rapist as “Rex King.”  

Wherever “Green” appears the alleged name of the serial rapist pedophile is King.   

 

Excepts follow from interviews of 1) Paul Gebhard, Kinsey co-author, past director of 

the Kinsey Institute and long-term courtroom and legislative sex expert witness, 2) Jonathan 

Gathorne-Hardy, Kinsey’s British biographer; 3) James Jones, author of Alfred C. Kinsey: A 

Public/Private Life (1997); 4) William Dallenback, Kinsey photographer sex performer/partner; 

5) Clarence Tripp, Kinsey photographer, zoophile, psychologist, pornography and human 
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sexuality “expert;” 6) “Esther,” testifying to her incestuous abuse for Kinsey’s study. Elsewhere 

Kinsey Institute then director John Bancroft’s testimony will further inform these interviews. 

 

German press clippings expose Dr. Fritz von Balluseck, Kinsey’s nazi war criminal, and 

serial pedophile rapist, was another Kinsey child sex “expert” who contributed his criminal 

“data” to Kinsey’s chapters on child sex and orgasm.  The Brits located von Balluseck after 

establishing his conviction for mass child sexual abuse, originally based on the sex murder of a 

little girl.  

 

1) Paul Gebhard 

 

At Indiana University, The Kinsey Institute Library Under The Aegis Of John Bancroft, 

Kinsey Institute Director.  Gebhard Is Kinsey Co-Author & Past Director Of The Kinsey 

Institute (May 1998) 

 

GEBHARD:  [Kinsey] wrote [von Balluseck] questions in the letter and they carried on quite a 

correspondence....Police [seeking a child sex murderer] went through his possessions ....found 

his correspondence with Kinsey....they got Interpol....and the FBI....put....pressure on Kinsey to 

reveal the guy’s....sexual diary....Kinsey said, absolutely not....[T]he poor paedophile ...had his 

reputation destroyed ....finally quit corresponding with us. [More detail at the conclusion of 

these interview quotes]. [CRIME] 

 

GEBHARD:  [We are committed to] destroying the records....I even thought about it, 

recently, when somehow the politicians started getting interested in the institute....a senator 

from Texas....a local senator in Indiana, Burton, he wanted the institute investigated.  They 

said, oh, you probably have case histories of sex criminals and we’d like to get those records so 

we can catch these people....then we seriously thought what would happen if we started facing 

court orders and if the search people came in with a warrant to seize what we had....we’ve 

made precautions ....I had to turn down the FBI....the police....had a warrant out for my arrest. 

[CRIME] 

 

GEBHARD:  Kinsey spoke to the....Wolfenden Committee....to revise English sex law....he 

testified before various committees that were interested in law reform, particularly the 

Wolfenden Committee. ....That caused quite a change in British law and notably in law in the 

United States.  The changes that were made, the first changes were to decriminalize 

consenting behavior between heterosexual adults.  And then....many of the States dropped 

their sodomy laws, because they considered any mouth/genital contact sordid, even in 

marriage....[which] changed quickly.  And the penalties for pre-marital intercourse were 

largely dropped or ignored.  Homosexuality still remained taboo until even after Kinsey’s 

death and finally, thanks to the American Psychiatric Association, they dropped it from the 

list of mental disorders. 

 

GEBHARD:  [The Arizona pedophile who raped 800 children, Rex King--known in the 

Kinsey files as “Green”] had sex with men, women, children and animals....Nursery school 

people....parents....couldn’t give us the extraordinary detail that Green did.  It was illegal 

and we knew it was illegal and that’s why a lot of people are furious....they say we should 
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have turned him in instantly....if we had turned him in it would have been the end of our 

research project. [CRIME] 

 

GEBHARD:  Any good scientist that studies knows children are sexual beings....little males 

get erections even in the uterus.  They are sexual from the word go....Green....contributed a 

fair amount to our knowledge....and medicine’s knowledge of sexuality in children.  We made 

our point that children are sexual from birth. [CRIME] 

 

GEBHARD:  Judith Reisman....[on] this famous table 34 that had the data on children....hit the 

ceiling....the data came from....a good piece of it came from Green....parents....physicians.... 

we just added it all together. [CRIME]  

 

INT:  HOW DID KINSEY COME IN CONTACT WITH SAY, THE PAEDOPHILES? 

 

GEBHARD:  That was rather easy.  We got in prisons, a lot of them....we'd go after them.... 

Then there was also a paedophile organization in this country....they cooperated....some .... 

not incarcerated, they came and gave us information....You had one in Britain...a British 

Paedophile Organization. [RAPE “HISTORIES” CONTINUE TO BE SENT TO THE KI 

AS “HELPING” SCIENCE, SENT TO LIANA ZHOU, LIBRARIAN] 

 

GEBHARD:  We made no secret that we were studying sex offenders....Nobody, no one 

complained....[Y]ou’ve gotta study criminals so we can combat crime.... Most of the bizarre 

cases didn’t get in the main volume, frankly.  

 

2) Jonathan Gathorne Hardy 

 

Kinsey’s Most Recent English Biographer Sex the Measure of All Things; A Life of Alfred C. 

Kinsey, (London: Chatto & Winds, 1998) Interview, June 1998 

 

HARDY:  We know in 1940 that he was telling his team you should experiment sexually.... 

People didn’t know how babies were born....[or] whether masturbation might kill you, most of 

them. [in the Kinsey film also, ludicrous, this was the generation that won WWII, so if they 

were so stupid, where were all the babies that came from all the sex he said they had, when 

abortion was a crime and contraception difficult to buy for single folks] 

 

HARDY:  The laws in America about sex were outrageous...Kinsey [said] the whole of 

America would go to prison, 95% of Americans for what they normally did in bed 

together....In Indiana there was even a law against an offense called encouraging to 

masturbate.... this was horrifying....outrageous....filled Kinsey with great anger.... Until we 

know what people do we can’t help them. [these sociopaths “helped” people-the 

“encouraging to masturbate” law was to prevent adults from seducing boys, done daily in 

our schools today] 

 

HARDY:  He was astonished at the number of homosexuals....[Kinsey was] sexually 

excited....[He went] to urinals....had sex in....tearooms....It would have been disastrous....He 

could have gone to prison....to protect his particular desires from the outside world....A 

lot....was done in the War....the War restricted him...as to petrol and things. [CRIME] 
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HARDY:  Kinsey....[was] tentative about asking someone to have sex with him.... Pomeroy 

.... with whom...Kinsey did have sex....The team slept together and had sex together both 

the wives and the husbands and Kinsey had both.  The sex and the staff....took place in 

Kinsey’s house. Where else I don’t know.  It had to be kept secret. [CRIME] 

 

HARDY:  Amateurs sent films...Kinsey was incapable of delegation.  He delegated 

nothing....he did everything....the Methodist preacher....emerging with a religion he believes 

in, a scientific religion....towards sexual behavior...do what you want.  This is a field where 

you are not going to hurt people....provided everyone consents it doesn’t matter what you 

do. [Barbara’s father, etc, films, CRIME] 

 

HARDY:  He was deeply affected by five paedophile headmasters who....had....loving 

relationships with young adolescent boys of twelve or thirteen.... [CRIME] 

 

HARDY:  All the papers except the New York Times with whom he’d had a row, had it 

either on the front pages or very very big in the middle pages.  All the magazines, Life, Time, 

had six or seven page spreads about it...It was compared to the Atom Bomb....papers, all 

the magazines, all the radio stations were covering it massively and then recovering it to 

answer the readers letters.  It was, it was like a President dying.  Perhaps that’s putting it 

rather strongly but it was far greater than any other book had ever been or has ever been 

since. 

 

HARDY:  The reason the Kinsey Institute is so careful....is that some of the things they 

have [are]....evidence of sexual behaviors that even now are illegal.  They are nervous that 

sons or grandsons will sue them if they let this information out.  So they had to be very, very 

careful that names are not revealed in that way. [CRIME] 

 

HARDY:  [Re:  Rex King, the pedophile]  Eight or nine typewritten volumes [were] 

typed up by Kinsey’s wife....prior to 1945, which was, you know, before Kinsey admitted.  

Green [the pedophile] went on having sex with everybody until the end....long after Kinsey got 

the journals.  The material in that chapter almost entirely [chapter 5] came from Green’s 

journals which Kinsey got in 1944/45. [CRIME] 

 

HARDY:  He would masturbate little boys, tiny little boys, babies at 15 or 16 months.  People 

don’t normally do that....Very small children can have orgasms, tiny children.  There are 

even scans of a boy sort of playing with his cock in the womb.  He knew the material would 

be less scientifically considered if he did reveal his source. [CRIME] 

 

INT YOU READ THESE [PEDOPHILE] JOURNALS? 

 

HARDY:  The point is this....I daren’t put this on film.  I did read them, but Bancroft doesn’t 

want me to say I read them.  Bancroft says that if the people know I read them they will go to 

him and say, you’ve let one scholar have them, and I’m not going to do that.  So what I had to 

say in my book is that I closely questioned Bancroft and Gebhard about the contents of the 

journals, but I didn’t read them.  In fact, I did read them. But I can’t say I read them. 

[CRIME] 
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HARDY:  The journals....Green describing having sex with this....little girl, this little boy or 

this man or this pig....I think the Kinsey Institute felt....right wing figures.... would pluck out 

things....I think they are right to keep them undercover because they are not dealing with 

scrupulous scholars, they are dealing with people out to wreck them....don’t put this in but 

there are descriptions of Green buggering boys nigh on 13....boys sort of enjoys it but doesn’t 

enjoy it.  I mean it’s quite sort of harsh stuff some of it. [CRIME] 

 

HARDY:  They [The Kinsey Institute] are nervous, people will read the journals and identify 

someone in them.... [CRIME] 

 

INT:  SUPPOSING SOMEBODY....FOUND ONE OF THESE PEOPLE THAT GREEN... 

THEY MIGHT WELL SUE YOU....PRESUMABLY THE KINSEY ... IN REPRODUCING 

THESE IN THE VOLUME, MADE MONEY OUT OF IT. 

 

HARDY:  You mean [the data] in that chapter?  I don’t think you can sue for that can you? 

You can sue for defamation of character and slander, but if you are unidentified, if your 

are just a statistic?....As a scientist I thought he was marvelous, exemplary. [CRIME] 

 

3) Jim Jones 

 

Kinsey’s American Biographer (Alfred C. Kinsey, June 1998), Rockefeller And Kinsey 

Institute Grantee, also wrote his Doctoral Dissertation On Kinsey Institute 

 

JONES:  The only sex sanctioned by society and its legal strictures in the 20s and 30s is sex 

between people who are married....the whole thrust of the society is towards social 

control....Masturbation is illegal, fornication is illegal, adultery is illegal, homosexuality is 

illegal....sex outside of marriage is pathology, sin and crime. [CRIME] 

 

JONES:  The Kinsey myth....he cultivated....[the] official version that Kinsey was prevailed 

upon by students to offer a sex education class....part of a larger [mythology] of the 

disinterested scientist, the person with no axe to grind, no vested interest, no desire to 

influence policy one way or the other, a kind of simple 19th century empiricist who is just 

collecting, assembling, and presenting data, a Victorian metric minded, morally neutral, 

totally dispassionate investigator who simply sees a hole in the literature....to just serve his 

students and science..... [CRIME] 

 

JONES:  Kinsey is in a war, okay, with middle class morality as it prescribes and constrains 

sexual behavior....Kinsey’s cultivation of the image of the disinterested scientist was....the 

scientific armour that he put on to....keep individuals....off the trail.....And it enables the state 

legislature to believe the University when it talks about academic freedom and academic 

integrity....all part of the strategy that President Wells....used when explaining, justifying 

Kinsey before the state legislature.... shielding, protecting an investigator against a 

potentially hostile environment.  With Kinsey the personal is always political.  I don’t think 

his personal needs are always very far from the work. [lies to legislatures, CRIME] 
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JONES:  When Kinsey becomes a sex researcher he picks up the heaviest club he can find, 

which is science, to fight back against prescribed morality....he wants [his staff] to understand 

that as scientists they are not bound, okay, by bourgeois morality....he builds a staff where there 

is some wife swapping....gay contacts....[for] both professional and private [needs]. CRIME 

 

[INT: IF THE PUBLIC KNEW] 

 

JONES:  There is no way that the American public in the 1940s and the 1950s would have 

sanctioned any form of behavior that violated middle class morality on the part of the scientist 

who was telling the public that he was disinterested and giving them the simple truth....Any 

disclosure of any feature of his private life that violated middle class morality would have been 

catastrophic for his career....For Kinsey, life in the closet came complete with a wife, 

children, a public image that again he preserved at all cost.  Kinsey’s reputation still in 

large measure rests upon an image of him that he cultivated during his lifetime...the official 

mystique.... CRIME 

 

JONES Kinsey and other members of the Institute staff show[ed] up in Vincent Nowlis’s room, 

inviting him to disrobe with the clear understanding that sexual activity would follow.... 

[Two male students, Brayland and Coons]....worked under Kinsey’s supervision ....in 

1934/35....there were numerous episodes....nude....and whatnot nude....[There is an explicit] 

photograph of Kinsey in the buff....on that trip...[They engaged in] masturbation 

sessions....group masturbation ....Both of the young men....were....trying to keep Kinsey at 

arms length... CRIME 

 

INT: DID BRAYLAND’S WIFE....HAVE A VIEW ON THIS? 

 

JONES I can tell you that....she didn’t like Alfred Kinsey.  [She responded] that they were just 

kids from Mississippi and that Alfred Kinsey hurt them. 

 

JONES Kinsey, in one report circumcised himself with a pocket knife without anesthesia or 

anything else....pretty heavy masochistic behavior....tying a rope around his scrotum and 

throwing the rope over a pole and trying to suspend himself using that rope and sort of 

jumping off a chair....in Wiley Hall....he had pain for sex... 

  

JONES:  Kinsey and the people who were close to him were very proud of the [sex] filming 

....the risk that felon behavior entailed....The filming that goes on involves both staff 

members themselves and a few invited guests. CRIME 

 

INT:  JUNE REINISCH SWORE IN AN AFFIDAVIT SAYING THAT THE KINSEY 

INSTITUE NEVER FILMED ANY SEXUAL EXPERIMENTATION.  

 

JONES:  I saw some of the films....when I took Paul Gebhard’s class on human sexual 

behavior, when I was a graduate student....[After Reisman’s] charges were made that Kinsey 

was a pedophile I was asked by June Reinisch, she was the director of the Kinsey Institute 

at that time, to investigate those charges and report back to her....when I did see films of 

Kinsey masturbating. I saw films of Mrs. Kinsey masturbating.  If memory serves I saw some 
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films of staff having sex 12 or 13 years ago.  Whether they exist today or not I can’t say 

because I don’t know. CRIME 

 

JONES:  Kinsey relied upon this [pedophile]....for the chapter on childhood sexuality in the 

male volume.....I think that he was in the presence of pathology at large and... Kinsey.... 

really disgraced...elevated to, you know the realm of scientific information.... what should 

have been dismissed as unreliable, self serving data provided by a predatory pedophile. 

CRIME 

 

INT:  WHAT DAMAGE MIGHT HAVE BEEN DONE TO THOSE CHILDREN 

BY THAT MAN? 

 

JONES:  I don’t have any doubt in my own mind that man wreaked havoc in a lot of lives.  

Many of his victims were infants and Kinsey in that chapter himself gives pretty graphic 

descriptions of their response to what he calls sexual stimulation.  If you read those words, 

what he’s talking about is kids who are screaming.  Kids who are protesting in every way they 

can the fact that their bodies or their persons are being violated....a large number. CRIME 

 

INT:  DO YOU THINK IT IS RIGHT THAT THE INSTITUTE CONTINUES TO 

PROTECT HIM? WHICH IS MORE IMPORTANT, CONFIDENTIALITY OR 

THOSE CHILDREN? 

 

JONES:  In my mind those children. CRIME 

 

INT:  FROM THE POINT OF VIEW OF THE CHRISTIAN RIGHT....THIS 

MAN.... ABUSED THESE CHILDREN, CAUSED THEM PAIN, SUFFERING, 

AND KINSEY USED HIS MATERIAL AS A SUBSTANTIAL PART OF THE 

CHAPTER ON CHILD SEXUALITY. 

 

JONES:  I don’t think the Christian right is wrong on that.  I think they have their right to 

be outraged....political ideology really doesn’t have much to do with people’s reactions to 

child abuse....a civil evil. 

 

INT:  FORMER COLLEAGUES OF KINSEY SAY THIS MAN CAN’T HAVE 

DONE ANY HARM BECAUSE NO ONE EVER COMPLAINED. 

 

JONES:  I find that argument vacuous and unpersuasive.  How did they know they didn’t 

complain.  The person who was rendering that information is the same person who abused 

them.  It seems to me that they have as much credibility as a rapist would have, saying that the 

victim enjoyed the rape. CRIME 

 

4) Bill Dallenbeck 

Kinsey Photographer, Fellow Pornography Performer, Still In Residence At Indiana 

University, May 4, 1998 

 

DALLENBECK:  You don’t find out about what pedophiles think and do [unless] you talk 

to a man who has done pedophile....there is nothing like going to first sources and 
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photographing you see....I photographed everything in the human animal when we could 

arrange it....if the FBI were to come, demand to see our histories, I would destroy them first. 

CRIME 

 

DALLENBECK:  Jones....injected all of this other moralistic stuff....outrageous....The horrible 

thing is that some of the important people in the United States joined Reisman ....I heard that 

lecture that Reisman gave here and it was incredible.  

 

DALLENBECK:  Nothing has been destroyed to my knowledge.  We haven’t had that 

necessity yet to do that.....I quoted you what Kinsey told me and we all felt the same way and 

we would never willingly give information away to anybody.... CRIME 

 

INT:  RE: STAFF--SEX SESSIONS, MUTUAL PLAY....DID YOU TAKE PART 

IN THOSE AND IF NOT WHY NOT?   

 

DALLENBECK:  I would prefer not to talk about it....to some extent this does not belong in 

the hands of the public.  That was directly personal and scientifically done in that way so 

I’d rather not even talk about that. [Raping the kids was OK but talking about his own 

filming sex is intrusive CRIME] 

 

5) Clarence Tripp 

 

Kinsey’s Photographer, Zoophile, Apparent Sex Partner, Later a Psychologist, 

Pornography & Expert Witness on Sex & Homosexuality 

 

TRIPP:  The sexual climate...was very uptight both here and in England....inhibition is 

greatly damaging to sex research....morality, whatever, on sex research....People were put in jail 

for almost nothing...He was an established professor who could go anywhere and do 

anything. 

 

TRIPP:  Even [Kinsey’s] enemies today, people like Judith Reisman and Concerned Women of 

America ....These moralists go around, horrified at the fact that quote unquote, Kinsey used 

pedophiles to get information.  Well, its true that Green....had intercourse with hundreds of 

males and females of every conceivable age....It was Mr. Green’s girlfriend who did the 

whole thing [the stop watch records of table 34] her own daughter. [CRIME Since the 

tables were all allegedly of boys here is the proof little girls were used there as well]. 

 

TRIPP:  The children [with whom he had sex] thought he was wonderful, all the mothers 

thought he was wonderful.  There was no force, no damage, no harm, no pain....[just] two 

instances in which a young boy or girl -- agreed to the sexual contact but then they found it 

very painful and yelled out when it actually took place.  This was because they were very 

young and had small genitalia and Green was a grown man with enormous genitalia and 

there was a fit problem.  But even there, there was no, never enough complaint to get him into 

any trouble.  A very important observation. CRIME 

 

TRIPP:  Green was absolutely super clever.  He rented himself out as a baby sitter part of the 

time ....He did everything....Kinsey...has a thing in there defining six kinds of orgasm.... 
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alerted to by Green.  Then he [Kinsey] looked for himself....and it turned out that Green’s 

observations were terribly feasible....So, before the book was published, they packed off the 

galleys to Green....[and] Green...patched it all up again....Kinsey was himself a super-expert at 

child sexuality, a super observer....[Green] was the only man I ever knew who could, who 

was more sensitive than Kinsey at looking at that [child sex] material... Most of this 

material eventually got transferred to the Institute for Sex Research. CRIME 

 

INT:  HOW SCIENTIFIC WERE THE DATA? 

 

TRIPP:  The best in the world.  Kinsey had a huge store of films done by myself, Bill 

Dallenbeck and other people....Kinsey...would say show me, or do you mind if I watch, or let 

me come over....Yes, yes.  Whenever possible Kinsey did validate it.... CRIME 

 

INT:  WHAT YOU’RE SAYING THEN IS THAT IT IS POSSIBLE THAT KINSEY 

PERSONALLY VALIDATED GREEN’S MATERIAL [THE SEX WITH 

CHILDREN]?  

 

TRIPP:  Oh I don’t doubt it.  He poked into, he looked at everything.  If he had time....he 

often had to have these things photographed because he simply didn’t have time....[Kinsey] 

was in the market for everything....people who are into special things, love to document it. 

And it seems to rev them up if they mark it down on a calendar.... [THIS APPLIES TO 

TODAY AND CONTINUED RECORDING OF THEIR RAPES FOR THE KI, CRIME] 

 

TRIPP:  Kinsey had at least ten motility studies going. 
 

JAR:  Note: [“Motility” studies need to be carried out within a few hours, at best 

within 24 hours of drawing the sperm. These would be microscopic studies of 

sperm, commonly studied by Kinsey to see at what age small boys and youths 

create mature sperm capable of fertility.  This would involve Kinsey’s direct 

involvement in sex experimentation on children, encouraging masturbation or 

adult manipulation of the boys to yield ejaculate which would be immediately 

studied for sperm content and motility]. 
 

TRIPP:  If you go out and masturbate dogs--I was very good at this when I was a boy--the dog 

will love you to pieces because the dog has no efficient way to masturbate.  He loves the 

orgasm as much as anybody else but he can’t self produce it.  Now you just do this a time or 

two.  The dogs do various....things.  You try this on all the neighborhood dogs....Some dogs 

will always expect or try to talk you into doing it....Other dogs will come to any human and 

say, please touch me here in a certain kind of way. BESTIALITY IS STILL A CRIME 

 

INT:  DO YOU BELIEVE THAT KINSEY VIEWED GREEN’S ACTIONS AND 

MATERIAL AS ETHICALLY ACCEPTABLE?   

 

TRIPP:  Totally.....he is clean as a whistle.  Where it counts he is very clean.  Nobody is 

objecting ....he had sex with all these relatives and brothers and sisters and aunts....but 

nobody is objecting.  He makes it pleasant. CRIME 
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INT:  IF KINSEY STATES SOMETHING AS A FACT, CAN WE BE CERTAIN 

THAT HE OBSERVED IT HIMSELF? 

 

TRIPP:  Almost always....there is no mention of his observing people.  But he did.  He 

wanted to see everything.  This is a hands-on scientist....he had to see it to really believe it. 

CRIME  

 

TRIPP:  Reisman is outraged and has been from the first.  She was treated very nicely by 

Gebhard who didn’t know any better at first and she wrote questions in her letters and he tried to 

answer every question until she asked that he send her Xeroxes of peoples’ history.  Then he 

knew what he was dealing with.   

 

(JAR:  Tripp Gives Speech Here About Reisman Who He Says Claims Kinsey’s Data Caused 

Girls & Boys To Lose Their Virginity) 

 

INT:  I’VE PROBABLY GOT THIS WRONG BUT I THOUGHT SHE WAS 

COMPLAINING ABOUT THE USE OF CHILDREN. 

 

TRIPP:  Oh she throws .in anything that might do damage to Kinsey.  That he took histories of 

young children, which is true....which sounds like there was sex going on. .She instantly....he 

took from criminals this knowledge and pumps it into his research and spoils everything.... 

 

TRIPP:  [Lectures on female orgasm] If we could only get those children with some kind of 

masturbation or something that would rev up their sexual substrate at an early time it would 

fix people like Judith Reisman immediately because then they’d respond and then they’d know 

what the rest of the world was like. CRIME   

 

TRIPP:  I got hold of a young....German boy....prostitute....photographed this German boy 

who was having an affair with one of the younger ones....This is the picture. CRIME   

 

INT:  WHAT DO YOU THINK SOMEONE LIKE REISMAN WOULD MAKE OF 

YOU HOLDING A PICTURE LIKE THAT? 

 

TRIPP:  Oh she would turn it into the next lovely statement.  I enjoy all of her statements 

however.  They’re mostly lies but they’re interesting lies! ....This would probably be the 

epitome of child corruption in her mind....In Reisman’s mind this would probably be the 

epitome of adolescent or child corruption of some kind… 

 

TRIPP:  This backlash against Kinsey....will make him non-considered by laymen out there.  It 

won’t affect the sex researchers because they’ll know better.... 

 

INT:  ITS BEEN SAID THAT KINSEY SHOULD HAVE TURNED IN 

PAEDOPHILES. 
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TRIPP:  Oh yes, I love that the best....Kinsey’s answer was beautiful.  You are talking 

about 95% of our sample which is the number who have committed jailable offenses.  So, 

you want the whole batch done or only particular ones.... 

 

TRIPP:  Paedophilia is an almost non-existent kind of crime ... For instance they use words 

like child molestation.  What is that?  Nobody knows.  Abuse of children?  Are they talking 

about boxing them against the ear or hitting them with a stove pipe?  Are they talking 

about tickling them a little?  Are you talking about fondling? CRIME  

 

TRIPP:  I hesitate to even call Green a paedophile.  It is true he had some children, his 

girlfriend did most of the really young ones....If you have paedophilia between an older male 

and a young boy is that homosexual?...It’s that they are playing in a way ... CRIME  

 

TRIPP:  [Kinsey] is irreplaceable...touched things and did things that haven’t been matched.  

Jones [offered] to share the royalties with [the Kinsey Institute]....he wrote out a cheque for 

$16,000, sent it to the Institute.... CRIME 

 

TRIPP:  I remind you that Judith Reisman and her Family Services group, not to mention the 

Concerned Women of America....under her aegis also, go and do things like give lectures at the 

Indiana University….And you have this continual torture. 

 

INT:  THE INSTITUTE SAYS THAT KINSEY NEVER HAD ANY CONTACT 

WITH PAEDOPHILES, IT WAS JUST ONE MAN. 

 

TRIPP:  Kinsey had contact with all that he could find.  

It’s true that nobody would he trust as much as Green but 

who would?  
 

6) “Esther”  
Apparent Kinseyan Incest Survivor  

 

Reporting Her Abuse As Non-Consensual Child Sex “Data”  

For Kinsey’s Report Filmed In Front Of I. U. Buildings 

Following are excerpts from Esther’s interview taken during the video taping at the Indiana 

University in various cites including at Indiana University.   

 

ESTHER:  My grandfather was a student here...when Kinsey was here....in a biology class in 

1922....My father actually did mail some questionnaires....I believe, to the Kinsey Institute about 

the sexual abuse that he was doing on me....since 1938, which makes me about four years old....I 

found the papers on the table and [my father] grabbed them quickly and said, he had to send them 

back, there was a deadline he had to make.  I had....to meet with him and with Alfred Kinsey .... 

Kinsey asked me some questions; was I happy....did I love my daddy?  Of course, I was 

instructed ....to be very nice to this man, that he was a very famous man....the conflict of 

emotions [in the sex abuse] actually ended up in convulsions....it was crying and uncontrollable 

shaking.... 
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ESTHER:  At the very peak of when all the abuse was going on, there was a time when there was 

a paper in a brown envelope and it....had little questions on it, with little blocks in front of 

it....but I didn’t understand one of the words....orgasm....my father explained to me what an 

orgasm was.  And he asked me to let him know when there was an orgasm.  He always looked at 

his watch.....he said, he had a deadline to meet and you had to send [the paper] away.  So he put 

it in this envelope and I have never seen it since..... 

 

ESTHER:  But about 1947....he had this book....Alfred Kinsey’s book--The Sexual Behavior of a 

Human Male.  He told me there were typographical errors in it, that it wasn’t quite finished....it 

was a pre-published edition....He said, this book will change the way the world looks at 

sexuality....I know he had a....camera that he used, but I don’t know how much he took....one 

incident he could have taken...in the act....There was one time that may have been photographed 

....there was one time when I do remember it [a movie camera] was running and he says, oh, 

don’t pay attention to that.  So, I don’t know whether a film was made or not that he sent to 

Alfred Kinsey.....You could only be a little girl to understand that it couldn’t possibly be enjoyed.  

That was slavery.... 

 

ESTHER:  I was manipulated into telling Alfred Kinsey that I was a happy child.  I was not a 

happy child.  I was an obedient child....There is no science in that.  There is lust.  There is sin....it 

had to be educational and so he had to be able to say that children were sexual if you were going 

to have sex with children....in his own family I am sure.  Anyone who writes a book like that has 

got to be doing it himself.....Kinsey set up his little empire to abuse children.  I feel I was raped 

by Alfred Kinsey. 

 

ESTHER:  I’m looking for who paid my father the $6,000 down payment on that little 

house.... If the files were open, I would know...I walk through the campus [of Indiana 

University] and find it beautiful.  But I was struck by the evil that comes out of that 

building...even now.  I’m sorry....the harm it’s doing our children today....There has got to be 

power in some very high places, because some very important people have tried and failed.  And 

I know that I have a right to find out..... CRIME Elsewhere it is said Kinsey paid Green!!!! 

 

ESTHER:  They are fanning the flames of pedophilia.  I know there is a lot of money in 

pornography and the trafficking of children....50 years ago...they published the human sexuality 

of the American male. That wasn’t the....American male; that was a lie....I think what he did, at 

least in my case was use the figures for incest in the 1953 book he did.  Now I understand, they 

have passed on that incest information onto someone else who is publishing a book and that 

makes me angry....They didn’t ask my permission to publish....It isn’t just the United States, it’s 

the world that they keep publishing these books in 

 

ESTHER:  I really would like to know the truth....It’s going to take an act of congress to do that.  

It was tried once, but it didn’t go far enough.  It didn’t actually open up the files of the Kinsey 

Institute....[T]hey are perpetuating that information through the psychological 

association....telling the psychologists of this country and this world and giving them awards in 

perpetuating the lie that children like to be molested and that’s a lie....I went into a psychologist 

myself and I found Kinsey’s lies coming right back at me.  And then I realized that the Kinsey 

Institute is teaching the psychologist, I just got through paying money to see....most people 
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seek [help] in psychology or a psychiatrist that was trained by Alfred Kinsey....when I saw 

the agenda that they had for the Quad S Association, I realized why that psychologist 

didn’t help me, and the children that are left to deal with this.   

 

ESTHER:  I’m sure that some of them committed suicide....multiple divorces....lives have 

been ruined.  My life has been ruined....Those children from Kinsey’s books ....are 

probably still suffering.  I am still suffering....it pains me to think about it but those 

children are probably my age now 

 

ESTHER:  [The Kinsey books] are republished.  I would like to stop that....I’m seeing evidence 

of that in our curriculum.  I do research of curriculum for the public schools in our school 

district.  I am right now reviewing a health text book, I have reviewed other health text 

books and they quote Alfred Kinsey’s book of fifty years ago.....if a new book is published, 

reams of that information is going to be used in our public schools and perpetuate the lie 

again.  Who is financing it....it had nothing to do with science.  It had to do with perversion. 

 

ESTHER:  Those archives need to be opened up so people can understand that if they feel they 

were connected with the Kinsey Institute that they can go back and know for sure.....they used me 

and they used those children and that is a terrible way to feel, to feel that you’ve been used for a 

lie, and they perpetuated it so that it would happen again....Those archives need to be opened to 

find out who financed this, where the money went and when we find that out I think we’ll find 

out that the pornography industry has benefited....Kinsey had an awful lot of people who helped 

him with this.  They are all across this country, the fathers and the people who gave him, 

whatever statistics that he took down....lies....I blame whoever helped him. CRIME CRIME 

CRIME CRIME 

 

ESTHER:  My grandfather’s perpetuation to my father was generational, and I think that’s 

what Alfred Kinsey was after....[The Kinsey Institute] priority was what they wanted to do, not 

what was right.  Their whole willingness to publish a book was paramount in their minds....They 

didn’t think that molesting children was wrong, so they didn’t want to interrupt it, the abuse that 

was going on.  They wanted that to continue, that is what they are doing this book for....evil 

people perpetuating evil....They don’t know what right is....whatever they do is okay in their eyes 

because they don’t have any sense of anything except what they want to do. So generational 

crime still sending rape info to the KI via Liana Zhou, CRIME 

 

7) Dr. Fritz von Balluseck, Kinsey’s Nazi Collaborator below 
 

On Trial For Child Sex Abuse And Originally Arrested for Child Sex Murder, Berlin Germany, 

1957 Press Reports 

 

Introduction By  

Judith A. Reisman, Ph.D. 

 

 Two of Kinsey’s documented nazi sex collaborators were the convicted spy for the 

Germans in the halls of power in America, the infamous George Sylvester Viereck and Dr. 

Friedrich Karl Hugo Viktor von Balluseck.  The former, Viereck, was “one of the... 

masterminds of the propaganda cabinet that Germany set up here early in the war,” while the 
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latter, Balluseck, was tried in Berlin in 1957 for a child murder.   

 

 Nazi scientists commonly1 supported their right to experiment on anyone and Dr. von 

Balluseck, who collaborated with Kinsey on his child sex abuse was a nazi aristocrat,2 an 

incest offender who raped and sodomized his own kin, as well as Jewish, Polish and German 

children for “three decades,” beginning roughly in 1927. CRIME   

 

 Dr. von Balluseck’s arrest for the murder of 10-year-old Loiselotte Has, “found….naked 

and throttled….on a piece of wasteland,” changed to child sexual abuse, widely covered in 

Germany.  The trial was described as “completely unprecedented in the moral history of the 

post war era” and von Balluseck, “the most important pedophile in the criminal history of 

Berlin.”  Balluseck, a Kinsey Gestapo leader, was convicted of the abuse of 50 or “more than 

100” or, ”several hundred” and it was noted that von Balluseck also had sexually violated 

children for “over the last three decades” (Frankfurter Allegemane Zeitung, May 22, 1957).  

Moreover, his was “The most significant sex trial of Berlin’s post war history” (Faz, May 16, 

1957).  CRIME   

 

 The news of Kinsey’s role in this abuse was splashed across the headlines of the 

largest German newspapers.  Judge Berger: “emphasized again and again the important 

function played by the press in warning the public against paedophiles like Balluseck, who 

approach children as understanding friends and helpers in their sexual need” (Frankfurter 

Allegmaine Zeitung, May 22, 1957).  Still, despite the encouraging role of Alfred C. Kinsey “the 

most famous man for a decade” (1948-1958), (“Biographies” A&E, 1997/8), the USA press was 

uniformly silent on Kinsey’s-role in this explosive trial.  It was as if these proceedings of the 

nazi/German/American science collaboration on child sex crimes were censored to protect an 

international military secret.  CRIME   

 

 According to the Yorkshire Television research department, from 1942 to-1944, Dr. von 

Balluseck was the Department of Justice District Kreishauptmina, the controller of a small Polish 

town, Jedrzejow, where Balluseck selected children to sexually assault, warning them, “It is 

either the gas chamber or me.” The Encyclopedia Judaica, fully quoted below,3 reports that all 

Jedrejow Jews ended up in the gas chambers.  All, including the children, were under the control 

of Dr. Fritz von Balluseck, Kinsey’s war crimes colleague, Kinsey’s “technically trained” sex 

researcher. CRIME  

 

The Encyclopedia Judaica 1972:  Holocaust Period.  The German army entered on 

Sept. 4, 1939.  In the spring of 1940 an “open” Jewish ghetto was established.  In 

January 1941 about 600 Jews in the vicinity were concentrated in Jedrzejow.  

During the summer of 1942 another 2,000 Jews were transferred to the town from 

other towns nearby, increasing the Jewish population to about 6,000.  The entire 

Jewish population was deported in an Aktion on Sept. 16, 1942 to Treblinka death 

camp and only 200 men remained in a camp established inside the former ghetto.  

                                                 
1 Max Weinreich, Hitler’s Professors: The Part of Scholarship in Germany’s Crimes Against the 
Jewish People, Yiddish Scientific Institute—Yivo, New York, 1946 
2 A photocopy of Dr. von Balluseck’s nazi membership card, dated August 1, 1930, obtained from 
the German document center, is on file in the author’s archive. 
3 The Encyclopedia Judeica, Keter Publishing, Vol. 9, 1972, p. 1310-1311. 
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In February 1943 all 200 were deported or shot, and Jedrzejow was proclaimed 

“Judenrein.4”  A number of Jews had succeeded in escaping from the ghetto 

before the Aktion took place but only a few survived in hiding: Polish gangs 

murdered most of them.  After the war the Jewish community in Jedrzejow was 

not renewed.  Organizations of former Jedrzejow residents exist in Israel, the 

U.S.A., Canada, and Argentina. Encyclopedia Judaica, 1972. 

 

 Berger “After a lengthy reading from Balluseck’s diaries, Dr. [Judge] Berger 

exclaimed: “This is no longer human!  What was this all for?  To tell Kinsey about?”  

Morgenspost, May 16, 1957 “Perverse Correspondence with the US Sexologist, Kinsey.” 

 

GERMAN NEWS CLIPS RE: BALLUSECK &/OR KINSEY: SOURCE AND DATE INCLUDED  

* * * * 

The nazis knew and gave him the opportunity to practice his abnormal 

tendencies in occupied Poland on Polish children, who had to chose between 

Balluseck and the gas ovens.  After the war, the children were dead, but 

Balluseck lived.  (NZ, May 15, 1957). 

 

Balluseck’s career catapulted because he was a fanatical member of the nazi 

party....he was a nazi Occupational officer in Poland and he abused 10-12 

year old girls....he was in the infamous civil administration....By force they 

took millions of Polish nationals to Germany [for slave labor].  (Neues 

Deustschland (East Berlin), May 17, 1957. 

 

Balluseck....corresponded with the American Kinsey Institute for some 

time, and had also got books from them which dealt with child sexuality 

(Tagespiegel, October 1, 1957). 

 

[N]ot only did he commit his crimes in Germany, but also during the war as 

an occupation officer, he committed numerous sexual crimes against Polish 

girls of between 10 & 14 years old. (Der Morgen, May 15, 1957).   

 

Dr. Balluseck.... [recorded measurements] of his crimes committed against children 

between 9 and 14 years old….in four thick diaries ….of a pseudo-scientific 

character....while in correspondence with the American sexual researcher 

Kinsey....about his research results which as he said himself, took place over three 

decades. (Frankfurter Allegemaine Zeitung, May 22, 1957) 

 

JAR:  The press described the early attempts to “cover up” who Balluseck really was, citing 

the court description of this powerful attorney as a “shop-worker” and the effort to keep his 

photograph secret.  Post WW II von Balluseck sexually assaulted the eleven-year-old son of a 

vicar and forced the boy to write down the acts for Kinsey.  The following courtroom exchange 

was reported: 

 

                                                 
4 Judenrein, a German nazi term meant “free of Jews.” 
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Judge Berger:  “I had the impression that you got to the children in order to 

impress Kinsey and to deliver him material.” 

Balluseck:  “Kinsey himself asked me for that [asked me to do so]”  

As a role model for his perverse actions Balluseck named the so-called 

sexual psychologist Kinsey....(Neues Deutschland (East Berlin), May, 17, 

1957).  

 

Today the court has got four diaries, and in these diaries, with cynicism and 

passion, he recorded his crimes against 100 children in the smallest detail.  He 

sent the detail of his experiences regularly to the US sex researcher, Kinsey. The 

latter was very interested and kept up a regular and lively correspondence with 

Balluseck….(NZ, May 15, 1957). 

 

Sharp criticism of American sex researcher by presiding Judge....Heinrich 

Berger....because of the correspondence between Regierungsrat Dr. Fritz von 

Balluseck, accused of many counts of sexual crimes, and Kinsey.  The presiding 

judge exclaimed, “Instead of answering his sordid letters, the strange 

American scholar should rather have made sure that Mister von Balluseck 

was put behind bars...(Morgenpost, May 16, 1957). 

  

The connection with Kinsey, towards whom he’d showed off his crimes, had a 

disastrous effect on [von Balluseck]...[I]n his diaries he’d stuck in the letters 

from the sex researcher, Kinsey in which he’d been encouraged to continue his 

research .... He had also started relationships….to expand his researches.  One 

shivers to think of the lengths he went to (TSP, May 17, 1957).... 

 

Kinsey had asked the paedophile specifically for material of his perverse 

actions.  The presiding judge, Dr. Berger noted that it was Kinsey’s duty to get 

Balluseck locked up, instead of corresponding with him.  (Berliner Zeitung, May 

16, 1957). 

 

He made statistics of all these experiences and he sent them with 

comprehensive reports to the American sex researcher, Kinsey.  In one 

reply, which apart from a “thank you,” contained the warning “be careful” 

(or “watch out”) Balluseck cut out the signature from this letter, and stuck it in 

his diary.  (TGSP, May 16, 19957). 

 

In the diaries, described as volume 1 & 4, he described with pedantic 

exactness, how he committed his crimes (NZ, May 15, 1957). 

 

Balluseck had close contact with the so called American sex researcher, Kinsey, 

to whom he’d repeatedly and explicitly reported his perverse crimes.  Balluseck 

had also described those in pedantic detail in his diaries. (NZ, May 15, 1957). 

 

Ordinarily, a university press office would immediately deliver international press 

mentions of the school (especially damaging information) to the administration.  IU and 

President Wells were already aware of Kinsey’s collaboration with Balluseck, as Kinsey Institute 
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Director, Paul Gebhard said, for the FBI had sought Kinsey out for aid and he refused to give the 

FBI the evidence they knew he had on Balluseck’s crimes.   

 

Considering the “pressure” Gebhard claims was applied to Kinsey, it is more than likely 

that the FBI appealed to IU officials for aid, informing them of Balluseck’s child sex crimes and 

of Kinsey’s letters encouraging these crimes.  Even after serving his sentence for massive child 

sex abuse (they claimed a lack of adequate evidence for the murder conviction), Balluseck 

continued corresponding with Gebhard, the latter indignantly protesting that this “poor 

pedophile” had trouble obtaining a job after his release from prison. 

 

At a seminar on The Ethics of Sex Research, (Masters, Johnson & Kolodny, 1972) 

Gebhard told the attending learned sexology ‘’experts,” that it was ethical to use child sex 

data from Balluseck (a man the Kinsey team knew to be a nazi, pedophile, war criminal).  

No attending sex “expert” challenged the Kinsey team ethics when Gebhard reported they 

“interviewed” von Balluseck, carefully purging “child” from his report of a “sex murder.” 

 
We [were] amoral at best and criminal at worst….An example of our criminality is our 

refusal to cooperate with authorities in apprehending a pedophile we had interviewed who 

was being sought for a sex murder.5 

       Dr. Paul Gebhard 

 

Yorkshire TV Tim Tate’s location of the Nazi pedophile who was Kinsey’s child sexuality 

expert, sheds light upon the Kinsey team’s World War II draft evasions--none of Kinsey’s 

healthy research team joined America in defending the USA in that war.  On the evidence, 

Kinsey’s racist call to sterilize American “lower classes” was in keeping with the views of the 

German-American Bund, a fascist traitorous organization.  Kinsey knowingly solicited and used 

the descriptions of “more than 100” children who Balluseck raped and sodomized, relabeling 

Balluseck’s brutal, inhuman crimes as “scientific” data. 

 

Did Dr. von Balluseck obtain and possibly photograph “orgasm” data from the 1,888 boys 

and 147 girls exterminated in Treblinka.  Were these among the records which von Balluseck 

“repeatedly and explicitly” mailed to Alfred Kinsey for his two reports.  And it is correct to 

ask if these war records subsequently informed the continuing sexual revolution which changed 

American lives, laws and public policies, yielding the current blight of sociosexual disorders 

visibly crippling and neutering this nation of the people, by the people and for the people? 

 

 

 

                                                 
5 Masters, Johnson and Kolodny,  Ed., Ethical Issues in Sex Therapy and Research, Little Brown 
and Company, Boston, 1977, p. 13. 


